Abstmct-A robust linear phase unwrapping method is proposed to solve the 2a discontinuities in the phase of the cross power spectrum from the binaural inputs using two omnidirectional microphones. The relative incident angle of the interested sound is then estimated according t o the time dierenee ofarriuul (TDOA) which is obtained from the unwrapped phase of the cross power spectrum. The frequency components associated with the high power are clustered into groups by the phase and frequency distance, and the dominant group is then used to obtain the initial slope estimation. The phase is unwrapped by checking the difference between the actual and the predicted phase by the estimated slope. The re-estimation is then performed by the unwrapped phase. The algorithm is tested under different incident angles and signal to noise mtio (SNR) using real speech signal and white Gaussian noise. The simulation results show the high accuracy and the robustness. This method is also implemented to control a robot to adaptively adjust itself to the position facing the sound source directly. The satisfactory result was achieved in an open house demonstration.
I. INTRODUCTION OUND source localization has been an active re-S search area for years. It is often used in many diverse fields of science and engineering, such as in radar, sonar, astronomy, and seismology, etc. [l] Along with the development of automatic speech recognition (ASR), sound source localization becomes increasingly important in many applications in our daily life. [2] For example, in video-conference, the camera may track the speaker based on the dynamic speech source localization. In hand-free ASR applications, background noise can be reduced by beam-forming the microphones to the dominant speaker.
Currently existing sound source localization techniques can be loosely divided into three groups. The first group of methods is based on time difference of arrivals (TDOA), where the sound location is estimated by the time delay between the microphones.
[2] [3]
The second group is the steered-beamfomer approach, which is based on steering the array to various positions in space and on looking for the maximum the power field. [4] The last group is the eigen- decomposition-based technique, which takes the subspace approach for multiple signal classification. [5] When applying TDOA methods for sound source localization, phase unwrapping is the crucial step. Many existing algorithms are aimed to solve the general phase unwrapping problem and computationally complicated. According to the linear characteristic of the phase from the cross power spectrum in the TDOA estimation problem, we proposed a simple and robust linear phase unwrapping algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. Section I1 de- scribes the TDOA algorithm. In Section I11 the new phase unwrapping algorithm is proposed. Section IV and Section V are the experiments and the conclusion.
Consider a pair of microphones m l and m2 are placed symmetrically against the origin on the x axis, the sound source s is located in the x-y plane, as shown in Fig 1. Our goal is to estimate the angle 8 between so and the y axis. The distance between the two microphones is denoted by d , and from the source to the origin by T . If T is relatively large comparing to d, the incident angles to the two microphones can be treated as the same, which are equal to 8. In this case, 8 can be calculated as where C is the speed of sound, T~ is the time difference of arrival (TDOA). Therefore, the problem is converted to estimate the T~.
Assuming the relative signal attenuation between the microphones due to propagation distance and source size and orientation are negligible. The received signals at the two microphones can be expressed as
where Yl, Y2, X , NI and N2 are all random sequences.
X is the signal generated by the source. NI and N2 are assumed to be zero mean uncorrelated noises, mainly due to the acquisition and the quantization noise. T I' denotes range. However, there is a unique least square solution here is the time difference of arrival in sample units.
If the sampling frequency is fs, the TDOA T~ = ./fs.
One way to estimate T is by the cross power spectrum. Assuming X is wide sense stationary (WSS). Even though some real signals are not WSS, because the frame size is small, within each frame, the WSS assumption usually holds. The cross correlation of Y1 and Y 2 can be expressed as
Then the cross power spectrum is obtained by taking
Therefore the phase of cross power spectrum
which is a linear function of TDOA.
In practice, DFT need to be calculated by FFT, therefore, only discrete samples are obtained. Equation (6) can rewritten as
where $ and g are vectors. There is normally no solution for this equation, unless $ E R(g), where R(.)
It can be shown this is also the best linear unbiased estimator.
[6]
LINEAR PHASE UNWRAPPING
Even though the equation (6) gives the linear relationship between the phase of the cross power spectrum and the TDOA, In practice, the phase will be wrapped between --K and r . The equation (6) will become
where ki, the wrapping factor, is an integer that makes -7 5 di 5 T . In order to estimate the TDOA, which is the slope of the unwrapped phase, the correct ki must be found first.
There are two important facts of the phase from the cross power spectrum for localization problem. The first one is that the phase is linear, and the second one is that the phase always starts from zero at zero frequency. A straightforward method of phase unwrapping is to use the low frequency part, which is very unliiely to be wrapped, to estimate the slope and then predict the phases in higher frequencies, unwrap the phase if necessary by checking the difference between the predicted and the actual phase, and then reestimate the slope. [7] This method works fine when the SNR is high in the low fkequency part. When this condition does not hold, the false estimation will be resulted. Figure 2 shows the magnitude and the phase from a cross power spectrum. While a human inspector can easily identlfy the slope, the method described above, which using the low frequency to make the prediction, will not work at all. Given the knowledge that the phase is linear, a human inspector will first identify the part of spectrum that will be the most useful to estimate the slope, which is relatively smooth comparing to the other part of the spectrum in term of the phase, and then separates this clean part into segments according to the presence of the phase jump (resulting no phase wrapping within each segment), and then estimates the slope from those segments. Inspired by this procedure, we proposed a robust phase unwrapping method, which borrows the clustering idea from pattern recognition. This method is consist of three steps, key segment identification, initial slope estimation, and phase unwrapping and final estimation. There are two assumptions. The spectrum of the signal is continuous, and the signal is dominant at some high power frequencies. Those assumptions usually hold in practice.
In order to find the key segment to be used for the initial estimation of the slope, the frequency components are first ranked by power. The M most significant components are then picked as the potential candidates for the key segment. These components axe clustered into groups according to the distances in both frequency and phase direction. The group which contains the most components is assigned as the key segment. The clustering procedure is as following:
1. Select the M most dominant frequency components by power. 2. Group and label the components by the adjacent frequency distance and phase distance, respectively. 3. Add the two sets of label together for each component. The components with the same label are grouped together. 4. Pick the largest group as the key segment. Figure 3 shows an illustration of the key segment identification, where the components are first clustered by frequency distance into two groups (group 1 and 2), and then by the phase distance into four groups (group 3 to 6). There are totally four groups generated after combining the results. The largest group is group 5 in this illustration. The "X" denotes the component which is unused in clustering. Figure 2 shows a real example, the group with "*" is the key segment.
The second step is to estimate the initial slope from At its minimum, derivatives of x2(7,e) with respect to r , 8 vanish.
For the simplicity of the notation, define Then the equation (12) The uncertainty factor ci is unknown in practice, the power is used instead. The assumption is that the higher the power, the lower the uncertainty. estimation given the wrapping factor k is correct. The final step is the phase unwrapping and the final estimation of the slope. Given the phase is linear and start from zero at the zero frequency, the phase at each frequency can be predicted by the initial slope. Compared with the predicted phase, the actual phase from the spectrum can be unwrapped. Then the slope can be re-estimated by Equation (22) using all the points. Figure 4 shows a phase unwrapping result.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Simulations are performed on real speech signal from TIDIGITS database. The digit "0" is used for testing. The sampling frequency is 2OkHz. The distance of the two microphones is assigned to 0.3m. A hanning window is applied to each frame before the cross power spectrum is calculated to eliminate the effect of the end points. The frame size and the window length is 512, which corresponds to 2 5 . 6 1~. 1024 point FFT is performed in calculating the cross power spectrum. The test is performed under different SNR, and different sample delay. Each situation is repeated for 100 times. Table I shows the mean and variance of the results. Instead of using the incident angle, the sample delay between the two microphones is used to show the results. For example, under 5dB, when the actually delay is 10 samples, the mean of 100 simulation is 9.9585 and the variance ik 0.1091. That means in most of the case the error is within one sample, which refiects high accuracy. When the assumption of t:he phase unwrapping algorithm holds: the spectrum of the signal is continuous and the signal power is dominant at some high power frequencies of the corrupt signal, the algorithm performed relatively well even under -5dB SNR. This is because the algorithm can pick up the key components in a very noisy spectrum, a.nd uses those key components to make the estimation, which is very robust against the noise.
The algorithm is also tested on a robot in a real life environment. Two omnidirectional microphones are mounted on a robot. When people speak to the robot, it will turn itself towards the speaker. This was a part of the demonstration at 2001 Beckman Open House, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, March,
2001
. A person with a food can is walking around and call the robot, the robot will turn to the person and locate the food can by the onboard camera, then run into the food can and grab it by its hands. The demonstration mea is about h x h , the localization muracy is about &lo", which is good enough for the robot to see the object.
v. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE W O R K S
A new and robust linear phase unwrapping algorithm is proposed for the sound source localization using two microphones. Because no searching or reiteration are involved, the algorithm is fast and computationally effective. In simulations the algorithm performed relatively well even under -5dB SNR It has also shown the dciency in a real, noisy environment.
The possible future works will include multiple sources localization and object tracking.
